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ABSTRACT

Phosphites (H2POÿ3 ; Phi) are alkali metal salts of phosphorous

acid [HPO(OH)2] that are being widely marketed either as an

agricultural fungicide or as a superior source of plant phos-

phorus (P) nutrition. Published research conclusively indicates

that Phi functions as an effective control agent for a number of

crop diseases caused by various species of pathogenic pseudo

fungi belonging to the genus Phytophthora. However, evidence

that Phi can be directly used by plants as a sole source of nutri-

tional P is lacking. When Phi is administered in such as way as

to allow it to come into contact with bacteria, either associated

with plant root systems or in the soil, then the oxidation of Phi

to phosphate (HPO2ÿ
4 ; Pi) may take place. By this indirect
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method Phi could thus become available to the plant as a P

nutrient. The rates at which this occurs are slow, taking months

or as much as a year, depending on the soil type. Phi is not

without direct effects on plants itself, as Phi concentrations com-

parable to those required to control plant infection by pathogenic

Phytophthora, or to restrict Phytophthora growth in sterile

culture, are extremely phytotoxic to Pi-deprived, but not Pi-

fertilized, plants. This is because Phi treatment negates the accli-

mation of plants to Pi de®ciency by disrupting the induction of

enzymes (e.g., acid phosphatase) and transporters (e.g., high-

af®nity plasmalemma Pi translocator) characteristic of their Pi

starvation response. Thus, Phi intensi®es the deleterious effects

of P-de®ciency by `tricking' Pi-deprived plant cells into sensing

that they are Pi-suf®cient, when, in fact, their cellular Pi content

is extremely low. The Phi anion appears to effectively obstruct

the signal transduction pathway by which plants (and yeast) per-

ceive and respond to Pi deprivation at the molecular level. The

review concludes by citing concerns and recommendations

regarding the signi®cant input of Phi into food products and the

environment that arises from its extensive use in agriculture and

industry.

INTRODUCTION

Phosphorus (P) is one of the major elements required by all living species

to grow and develop. Phosphorus does not naturally occur as the free element

because it is too reactive, combining rapidly with other elements such as oxygen

or hydrogen. A global P cycle occurs by the oxidation and reduction of P

compounds by electron transfer reactions (Fig. 1). Although bacteria have been

implicated in the redox reactions of P (1± 4), the biochemical mechanism and

genetics of these transformations are not well understood. When P is oxidized to

the fullest extent possible, the product is orthophosphate (PO3ÿ
4 ; Pi), in which

four oxygen atoms have bonded with a single P atom. At neutral pH the Pi ion is

present as a mixture of HPO2ÿ
4 and H2POÿ4 : It is as form H2POÿ4 that Pi is

normally transported into plant cells. Pi is intimately involved with cellular

bioenergetics and metabolic regulation, and is also an important structural

component of macromolecules such as nucleic acids and phospholipids. It plays a

critical role in virtually all major metabolic processes in plants, including

photosynthesis and respiration. Unlike some bacterial cells (1± 4), Pi cannot be

reduced within the plant cell to a lower oxidation state. Rather, Pi is either

sequestered in the cell vacuole or incorporated into organic form (e.g., initially as
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ATP) via photo- or oxidative phosphorylation. Phosphorlysis by Pi of certain

`high energy' ester bonds by enzymes such as starch phosphorylase also results in

the direct covalent incorporation of Pi into organic compounds (5).

Despite its ubiquitous importance to plant metabolism, Pi is one of the least

available nutrients in many aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Most of the Pi in

the earth's crust occurs in an insoluble mineral form that is largely unavailable to

plants (5). The massive use of Pi in fertilizers, accounting for 90% of mineral Pi

use worldwide, demonstrates how the free Pi levels of most soils are suboptimal

for plant growth. It is widely accepted that Pi is the sole P-containing nutrient

important for optimal plant growth and development (5). However, over the past

20 years a reduced form of Pi known as phosphite1 (H2POÿ3 ; Phi) has

increasingly been used to improve the yield of many crop species. The extensive

use of Phi and its related products in agriculture has raised considerable

controversy in the scienti®c world. The aim of this review is to provide an

objective summary of Phi's chemistry and biology, with a focus on its

applications in agriculture.

Figure 1. Natural P cycle that is believed to exist in various soil dwelling microbes.

Adapted from Ohtake et al. (2).

1Although the terms phosphite and phosphonate have both been used to describe salts of

phosphorous acid, HPO(OH)2, phosphonate is also employed for the nomenclature of

compounds containing a C-P bond (5). To avoid ambiguity this review therefore uses the

term phosphite for the description of alkali metal salts of phosphorous acid.
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The Chemistry of Phosphate Versus Phosphite

Phosphite differs from Pi such that in Phi, an oxygen atom is replaced by

a hydrogen (Fig. 2). This substitution results in profound differences in the

manner in which the two compounds behave in living organisms. In Pi, the P

atom sits at the center of a tetrahedron, with the oxygen atoms distributed at the

points of the tetrahedron (Fig. 2). The charge on the ion is distributed evenly

among these four oxygen atoms so that the entire structure is wholly symmetrical

from whatever face the tetrahedron is viewed. In Phi, the arrangement of the P

atom is also at the center of a tetrahedron, but the perfect symmetry that is a

feature of the Pi ion, is lost. For Pi to react and take part in the biochemistry of

living organisms, it must interact with enzymes, the catalysts for the cell's

chemical reactions which collectively constitute metabolism. It appears that

enzyme Pi binding sites recognize three of the four oxygen atoms, and bind the

Pi ion on the enzyme surface. Both the shape of the molecule and the charge

distribution seem to in¯uence this binding. Once Pi has bound to the enzyme,

the remaining oxygen will protrude from the surface, and thus becomes available

to react with other molecules in the reaction catalyzed by the enzyme. Phi has

only one face of the tetrahedron relatively similar to all the faces of the Pi

tetrahedron, so if it is to bind to the surface of an enzyme that normally binds

Pi, it must bind at this face. When Phi binds to the enzyme surface in this

orientation, it is the hydrogen atom bonded to the P atom that protrudes from the

enzyme surface, not an oxygen atom as in Pi. Thus, Phi cannot enter into

the same biochemistry as Pi. Owing to this, as well as the difference in charge

distribution on the two anions, most enzymes involved with phosphoryl transfer

reactions readily discriminate between Phi and Pi (5). Likewise, Phi is a

very poor in vitro effector of Brassica nigra (black mustard) PPi-dependent

Figure 2. A comparison of the phosphate (Pi) and phosphite (Phi) anions.
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phosphofructokinase and acid phosphatase (APase), relative to their potent

inhibitor Pi (6). However, as discussed below, plant and yeast proteins that appear

to `recognize' Phi as Pi include plasmalemma Pi transporters, as well as the

`Pi sensing machinery' that allows plants and yeast to detect and respond to

cellular Pi depletion at the molecular level.

Bacterial Phosphite Metabolism

The non-enzymatic oxidation of Phi to Pi in air may occur very gradually

over time (7,8). However, in 1950 Adams and Conrad (1) determined that the

oxidation of Phi to Pi in soil was largely due to the microbial activity within

the soil. Phi metabolism initially requires the absorption and assimilation of

Phi by the soil dwelling bacteria. Phi is then enzymatically oxidized to Pi before

being incorporated into organic form. The oxidation of Phi serves two important

purposes for these microorganisms: the production of energy and the production of

Pi. Both of these products would be advantageous, especially since Pi is a limiting

nutrient in many natural ecosystems. Some bacteria are capable of utilizing Phi

as their sole source of P, but all bacteria studied to date preferentially utilize Pi

as their P nutrient.

In recent years there have been advances made in microbial genetics

that have begun to shed light on the processes used by bacteria to oxidize Phi to Pi

(2± 4). Phi is also an intermediate in the pathway that oxidizes hypophosphite to

Pi (Fig. 1) (2). Phi can be oxidized to Pi by prokaryotes such as Escherichia coli,

Klebsiella aerogenes, Agrobacterium tumefaciens, and several species of

Pseudomonas and Rhizobium. Within the genome of Pseudomonas stutzeri

the region required for Phi oxidation to Pi putatively encodes a binding-

protein-dependent Phi transporter (3). In E. coli, the gene products PhnC, PhnD,

and PhnE probably comprise a periplasmic binding-protein-dependent transporter

capable of Phi uptake (4). Intracellular Phi is oxidized into Pi in E. coli and K.

aerogenes by the gene products of the phn cluster (2± 4). It is currently unknown

what the biochemical function of these gene products are, but some are

hypothesized to be lyases, transcriptional activators, dehydrogenases, and other

regulatory proteins. The expression of the E. coli phn genes is known to be

activated under conditions of Pi limitation (4). The Pi released from the oxidation

of Phi apparently limits the further utilization of Phi by means of a regulatory

feedback loop (2± 4).

Although enzymes capable of oxidizing Phi to Pi appear to be prevalent in

prokaryotes, in no case are both genetic and biochemical data available for a Phi-

oxidizing system. The existence of a chromosomal region dedicated to the

microbial metabolism of reduced P compounds (4) indicates that a redox cycle for

P is important in the metabolism of this compound by microbes.
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The Use of Phosphite in Agriculture

In the 1930s, studies were carried out using a variety of different P-

containing compounds to determine their effectiveness as a means of supplying

P to support plant growth. Phi was determined to be a very poor source of

nutritional P, as the conversion of Phi to Pi in the soil was too slow to be

agriculturally relevant (8,9). Crops grown in soils to which Phi had been added to

supplement natural levels of Pi grew much more poorly than those grown on soils

fertilized with Pi. In some cases, when crops were replanted in the same soils a year

after the initial application of Phi, they did better than crops planted in the year of

the application. This was due to the slow conversion of Phi to Pi in the soil (8).

However, the increase in yield was never equivalent to that observed when crop P

requirements were supplied directly as Pi. These results, together with the fact that

Phi is a much more expensive way to provide P than is Pi in the form of

superphosphate, would, one might expect, have permanently eliminated Phi from

the interest of crop producers. However, Phi returned to the agricultural stage in the

1970s when it was shown that Phi, when reacted with ethanol to form ethyl-

phosphonate, effectively suppressed several soil-borne plant diseases caused by

pseudo fungi belonging to the order Oomycetes, particularly Phytophthora sp. (9±

17). The genus Phytophthora are collectively responsible for many important plant

diseases, of which the Irish potato blight (caused by P. infestans) that precipitated

the Irish potato famine of 1846, is perhaps the best known. Ethyl-phosphonate is

now widely marketed under the trade-name Aliette1 or Fosetyl-Al. The Al part of

the name stems from the use of aluminum ions (Al3+) to neutralize the single

charge on the ethyl-phosphonate ion, so that Fosetyl-Al has three ethyl-

phosphonate ions that are ionically bonded to a single Al ion. It is Phi, released

in the plant by hydrolysis of ethyl-phosphonate, that is responsible for protection of

plants against the fungal pathogen (9±12). The potassium salt of Phi is an equally

effective agent to control plant infection by Phytophthora sp. (9±15). Thus, both

K-Phi and Fosetyl-Al continue to be widely employed throughout the world to

control a spectrum of crop diseases brought about by pathogenic Phytophthora sp.

That the primary site of Phi's fungicidal action is within the fungal

pathogen and not the host plant (10,11) was corroborated by the observation that

0.1 to 3 mM Phi markedly inhibited the growth of Phytophthora mycelia in sterile

culture (11±15). 31P-NMR spectroscopy revealed that Phi perturbs P metabolism

in Phytophthora by causing a massive accumulation of polyphosphate (poly-P)

and pyrophosphate (PPi) (9,14,15). Phi's toxicity in Phytophthora has therefore

been proposed to largely arise from its capacity to increase PPi and hence

indirectly inhibit key pyrophosphorylase reactions essential to anabolism (15).

Phi's effectiveness in suppressing Phytophthora depended to some extent upon

the concentration of Pi that was present (12). This was explained when it was

shown that Pi and Phi ions compete for the same transporters in Phytophthora
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and that Pi is a better competitor for these sites than Phi (13). Relatively high

concentrations of Phi also inhibited the activities of several enzymes of the

glycolytic and oxidative pentose-phosphate pathways in clari®ed Phytophthora

extracts (16). This supports the hypothesis that Phi may inhibit several enzymes

rather than acting at a single unique site within Phytophthora. At present there is

wide agreement that these direct deleterious effects of Phi on Phytophthora

metabolism are important in controlling the diseases which it causes in plants.

However, this may not be the only means by which control is exerted (9,17,18).

Plants have evolved many effective and highly sophisticated endogenous

mechanisms for combating pathogenic infections. They are able to recognize

most invading organisms and respond to their presence by generating a powerful

antimicrobial environment in the immediate neighborhood of the attempted

invasion. This may result in the invading organism being restricted to a small part

of the plant. Phi-treated plants appear to be able to generate an antimicrobial

environment more effectively than those not treated with the chemical (9,17).

There is a close relationship between the concentration of Phi present at the

invasion site and the extent to which plant defense genes are expressed (18).

Thus, it has been argued that Phi's ability to control pathogenic Phytophthora sp.

results from an in¯uence on the plant itself, making it able to respond more

effectively to the invading organism. Others have maintained that Phi has no

effect on plants, but in addition to directly restricting the growth of the fungal

pathogen, Phi forces it to alter its structure in such a way that it is better

recognized as an invader by the host plant. A more ef®cient recognition process

allows a more rapid and hence more effective defense response. A recent paper

(18) appears to have reconciled these two hypotheses. Studies on Eucalyptus

marginata inoculated with P. cinnamomi showed that the effect of Phi in

controlling the pathogen is determined by the Phi concentration at the host-

pathogen interface. When Phi concentrations in the roots were low, Phi interacted

with the pathogen at the site of ingress to stimulate host defense enzymes (18).

When Phi concentrations in the roots were elevated, the host defenses remain

unchanged, and Phi appeared to act directly on the pathogen to inhibit its growth

before it was able to establish an association with the host.

In¯uence of Phosphite on Plant and Yeast Phosphate

Starvation Responses

Regardless of the mechanism by which Phi acts to restrict Phytophthora

during its invasion of plants, recent work has revealed that Phi does have direct

effects on plants, regardless of whether they have been challenged by

Phytophthora or not. Plants treated with Fosetyl-Al or Phi rapidly amass Phi

within their cells (6,11,19,20). Phi is phloem mobile and accumulates in sink
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tissues (6,9). As plants are unable to metabolize Phi (6,9,19,20), it persists in

tissues for extensive periods. Nevertheless, it has been generally assumed that Phi

levels used to control pathogenic Phytophthora do not interfere with the growth

or metabolism of the host plants (8). However, recent studies demonstrated that

relatively low (e.g., 1±2 mM) Phi concentrations drastically disrupt the

development of Pi-starved, but not Pi-fertilized B. nigra seedlings, and

B. napus (oilseed rape or canola) suspension cells (Fig. 3) (6,19). 31P-NMR

analyses revealed that intracellular Pi levels generally decreased in the Phi-treated

Brassica sp., and that Phi accumulated in leaves and roots to levels up to 6- and

16-fold that of Pi in Pi-fertilized and Pi-deprived plants, respectively. Moreover,

Phi treatment reduced the induction of enzymes (e.g., APase and PPi-dependent

phosphofructokinase) and transporters (e.g., high-af®nity plasmalemma Pi

translocator) characteristic of the Pi starvation response of Brassica sp. (6,19).

The 75% reduction of APase induction caused by Phi-treatment of Pi-deprived

B. napus cells was correlated with a similar decrease in the amount of

immunoreactive APase protein (19). Increased root:shoot ratio, the hallmark of

plant morphological responses to nutrient limitation, was not observed when Pi

deprived B. nigra seedlings were grown in the presence of 1.5 mM Phi (Fig. 3)

(6). Although the precise mechanism whereby Phi exerts these effects is

unknown, it was hypothesized that Phi interferes with the signal transduction

chain by which Brassica sp. detect and respond to Pi de®ciency at the molecular

level, thereby exacerbating the deleterious effects of Pi starvation (6,19). It should

be emphasized that Phi's phytotoxicity was only evident with Brassica seedlings

and cell cultures that were cultivated under Pi deprived conditions (Fig. 3). The

development of Pi fertilized plants was unaffected by the addition of up to 5 mM

Phi to the growth media, although they took the anion up from the media and

concentrated it within all of their tissues (6). Similarly, hydroponically grown

Pi-deprived tomato and pepper plants that were treated with Phi developed

P-de®ciency symptoms, and also exhibited a signi®cant growth reduction as

compared to Pi-fertilized plants (20).

The effect of Pi and Phi on tomato's Pi starvation-induced gene expression

was recently analyzed (21). Tomato plants grown in hydroponics were provided

with 1 to 3 mM Phi in the presence and absence of 2 mM Pi. Consistent with

previous studies (6,19,20), Phi effectively obstructed the morphological and

molecular responses normally observed in Pi deprived tomato, and was thus

extremely phytotoxic when Pi was absent in the growth media (21). However,

Phi's deleterious effects were not obvious in Pi fertilized tomato plants.

Expression of Pi starvation inducible genes such as LePT1 and LePT2 (high

af®nity Pi transporters), LePS2 (APase), and LePS3 and TPSI1 (novel genes) was

greatly suppressed in Pi starved tomato plants grown in the presence of Phi (21).

Immunoblot analyses showed the absence of high af®nity plasmalemma Pi

transporters in Pi starved tomato roots supplemented with Phi. It was concluded
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Figure 3. Photograph of Pi-suf®cient (top) and Pi-limited (bottom) 20-d-old B. nigra

(black mustard) seedlings cultivated in the presence and absence of Phi. Surface sterilized

B. nigra seeds were germinated in plant culture boxes (9 per box) on agar-solidi®ed

Murashige-Skoog medium containing 0.7% (w=v) agar and 1.25 mM (a) or 0.15 mM K-Pi

(b) with 0, 1.5, 3, or 5 mM K-Phi as indicated. The plant culture boxes were maintained in

a growth cabinet for 20-d at 27�C and a 12:12-h light:dark regime. Adapted from Carswell

et al. (6).
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that Phi interferes with the normal perception and response mechanism(s) of

tomato to Pi de®ciency. A similar Phi-mediated suppression of Pi-starvation

inducible gene expression was also observed in Pi-de®cient tomato cell

suspension cultures and Arabidopsis thaliana plants [K.G. Ragothama, personal

communication].

The impact of Phi on the response of Saccharomyces cerevisiae to Pi

starvation has also been studied (22). An active Pi-starvation response in this

yeast was indicated by a large induction of Pi-repressible APase. When the yeast

was cultured in Pi-de®cient liquid media containing 0.1 mM Phi, APase

derepression and cell development were abolished over the subsequent 48 h

culture period. By contrast, treatment with 0.1 mM Phi did not in¯uence the

APase activity or growth of Pi-suf®cient yeast (22). 31P-NMR spectra obtained

from perchloric acid extracts revealed that, as with vascular plants, Phi is

assimilated and concentrated to signi®cant levels by yeast cultured with 0.1 mM

Phi, especially under conditions of Pi-deprivation. Levels of PPi and poly-P were

greatly reduced in the Phi-treated Pi starved yeast cells (22).

In many ways, S. cerevisiae appears to respond to Phi in a manner similar to

vascular plants. Like plants, S. cerevisiae is clearly unable to substitute the P in

Phi for the P in Pi. Moreover, Pi deprived plants and yeast that have been treated

with Phi suffer far greater deleterious consequences of Pi starvation as compared

to those that had not been treated with Phi. Pi-de®cient plants and yeast that have

assimilated signi®cant amounts of Phi seem to `sense' that they are Pi suf®cient,

when in fact their cellular Pi content is very low. Under these conditions Phi

prevents plants and yeast from acclimatizing to Pi deprivation by depressing

genes encoding enzymes like APase, and high af®nity plasmalemma Pi

transporters. The results to date support the hypothesis that Phi exerts its effect

on the signaling pathway(s) responsible for the detection of, and response to,

internal Pi levels. Consistent with this idea was the observation that Phi addition

to B. napus suspension cells undergoing a transition from Pi suf®ciency to Pi

de®ciency markedly altered the in vivo phosphorylation status of several soluble

proteins (19). However, Phi had no effect on the in vitro activity of endogenous

B. napus protein kinases, indicating that the anion exerts its effect upstream from

the sequence of reactions responsible for differential in vivo protein phospho-

rylation during Pi starvation. The Phi anion would appear to represent a useful

tool with which to further investigate the signal transduction pathway by which

plants and yeast respond to Pi deprivation at the molecular level.

Is Phosphite a Phosphorus Fertilizer?

Names are important, and so is characterization of the mechanisms by

which growth enhancing substances actually work. Call Phi an agricultural
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fungicide and in order to register it one must abide by time-consuming and costly

regulatory protocols. Call Phi a plant P fertilizer and one can avoid the substantial

expenses and tests associated with registering it as a fungicide. Crop producers

in many countries are applying formulations containing Phi which are being

marketed as a superior source of P nutrition, and yet are intended to supplement

regular Pi fertilization programs (23). Despite claims to the contrary (23±26), to

our knowledge there is no evidence published in peer-reviewed scienti®c journals

which clearly documents that plants can use Phi as a direct source of P. Phi could,

of course, be indirectly providing P to the plant after its oxidation to Pi by soil-

dwelling bacteria. However, relative to Pi fertilizers, this is not a cost effective or

ef®cient means of meeting the P requirements of plants (6±8,19±21). It is feasible

that some other phenomenon, such as Phi's suppression of plant pathogens, is

responsible for the bene®cial effects of Phi on plants in ®eld trials. Phi could be

effective in reducing low levels of disease, which although asymptomatic, are

suf®cient to reduce the yield and quality of produce. Certainly the widespread

distribution of Phytophthora sp. in soil and water and the ef®cacy of Phi in the

control of these plant pathogens make this a possible scenario. Most, if not all,

studies represented by the `Phi=P fertilizer' literature are conducted on plants in

the ®eld (23±26). We are unaware of any published results from experiments in

laboratories under absolutely controlled conditions. Often the Pi content and

micro¯ora of the soil are not taken into account. There is also the issue as to what

constitutes an untreated control group. In many studies that are interpreted to

indicate that Phi functions as a superior plant P fertilizer, Phi is rarely tested against

Pi for its so-called fertilizing ability. Hydroponic and plant cell culture experiments

have conclusively demonstrated that Phi is not a P-fertilizer (18±21). If anything,

Phi functions as an `antifertilizer' as it has a profoundly negative in¯uence on plant

growth and metabolism when nutritional Pi levels are suboptimal.

Phosphite in the Environment: Concerns and Recommendations

There are several concerns to be addressed regarding Phi's widespread use

in agriculture and high-tech industries.2 Firstly, Phytophthora species that are

currently sensitive to Phi may become immune to it. This risk is a distinct

2 Large amounts of hypophosphite (H2POÿ2 ; Fig. 1) are being used to reduce metal ions in

chemical-plating processes such as those used in compact-disk manufacturing (2). After

metal plating, wastewaters containing high concentrations of Phi have been released into

the environment. Treatment of Phi-containing industrial wastes is becoming a dif®cult

problem associated with such high-tech industries (2).
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possibility and in fact may have already occurred. There has been a report of a

naturally occurring Fosetyl-Al resistant isolate of P. cinnamoni (9). In this case,

plant disease control with Fosetyl-Al was lost after several years of continuous

application. At least two Phi-resistant Phytophthora strains have been produced

by chemical mutagenesis (10). A second potential concern is the effect that

repeated Phi treatments of crop plants may have on soil micro¯ora. If signi®cant

amounts of Phi accumulate in the soil than there may be a strong selective

pressure for microorganisms that are able to utilize Phi as a P source. Conversely,

a large in¯ux of Phi into the environment may exert a signi®cant selective

pressure against organisms unable to utilize Phi as a source of P. This will

undoubtedly in¯uence the micro¯ora of the site, which could consequently have

serious repercussions for the other members of the ecosystem. Plants may

become vulnerable to Phi by the possible disruption of their symbiotic microbes.

For example, roots of the majority of terrestrial plants form symbiotic

associations with bene®cial mycorrhizal fungi. This improves the ability of the

plant to acquire limiting Pi from the environment (5). The results of experiments

investigating Phi's effects on mycorrhizal fungi and their associations with roots

of vascular plants have been con¯icting (27,28). Further investigations into this

area would be prudent. An exploration of Phi's in¯uence on the symbiotic

relationship between N2-®xing bacteria (e.g., Rhizobium) and leguminous plants

should also be conducted.

Although Phi (or Phi containing compounds such as Fosetyl-Al) has been

widely employed as agricultural fungicides for several decades (and more

recently as `P fertilizers') recent studies have been a cause for some concern. Phi

was traditionally regarded as being metabolically inert in animal and plant

systems (9). It is now evident, however, that Phi can evoke marked perturbations

in the P metabolism of plants and yeast, and that these effects are very detrimental

to their growth under low-Pi conditions (6,19±22). Thus, it is crucial that farmers

ensure that their crops are well fertilized with Pi prior to Phi application, or they

risk reducing the viability of their crop.

There are regulatory limits to the amounts of Phi which are permitted in

food produce. Governmental agencies throughout the world regulate the

introduction of potential pest and fungicidal control agents, and set rigorous

standards which must be met before any new compound in this class is introduced

onto the market. These standards demand that data be presented not only to

demonstrate the ef®cacy of the product, but also that it does not affect human or

animal health when present at the levels likely to be encountered in the

environment or food products. To meet these standards requires long and rigorous

experimentation, which is of necessity, very expensive. These regulations are

wise considering the likelihood of signi®cant levels of Phi in products originating

from crops previously treated with Phi. One of the features which make Phi such

an effective fungicide is that it is retained in the plant for a long time and moves
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in the same way as Pi does, often ending up in fruit tissue. Thus, there is an

obvious need to document Phi levels in food products derived from Phi-treated

crop plants, and to ensure that chronic consumption of these products poses no

threat to the public that consume them.
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